
Veit is tagging 

Scene1 

What are you doing over here mam  

I didn't know that this area has been occupied 

Yes, it truly is.  Our forces have occupied quadrant for weeks now.   

I see I see.  Well things change as of this moment.  You go back to your husband go back home 
and collect your outer appearance we do not accept marxists factions here anymore.  

Marxist factions? I keep the spirit alive of a  sorcerer I once met and brought it into this realm. 
Look son,just look around,look at the buildings. They get built and in the moment they are 
finished they already look old. Time is relativ. 
So now look at me, I seem to be an old lady but I actually have the spirit of a 14year old. 
Old is the new young. 

Scene2 

Lisa:  Ultimately Roy's Roy and he's not going to spend a lot of money even if I'm there. at the 
ice cream shop I was expecting maybe a Sunday or something like that 

Ice Cream Man: Yes can I help you folks 

Roy:  Yes can I get a trial and see which ones I like. do you have a little cup by any chance? 

Ice Cream Man:  Sure 

Roy:  beautiful 

Ice Cream Man: We got chocolate black raspberry... 

Roy: All right I'll try some 

Ice Cream Man: What one? 

Roy: The samples all of them. One of each maybe.  

Ice Cream Man: One of each?  

Roy:  A big decision you know.  



Ice Cream Man: This is birthday cake  

Roy: oh, birthday cake. 
  
Ice Cream Man: what can I get you now  

Roy: what else?  

Ice Cream Man: you get another sample? Really? 

Roy: how do I know unless I try them? 

Ice Cream Man:  Are you with him? 

Lisa: I didn't feel too good that my husband was up there sampling, he looked really comfortable 
and I was really uncomfortable 

Roy: Beautiful thank you very much 

Ice Cream man: so which one will you get? 

Roy: I got these I'm really full now 

Ice Cream Man: Wait so which one you going to order? 

Roy: Thank you I'm really full now I have to go 

Ice Cream Man:  yeah well you didn't pay for nothing You just ate 14 samples 

Lisa: I thought you were getting real ice cream 

Roy: It is 

Lisa:  But it samples of ice cream. No you can't just come to a place like this and get samples 

Scene3 



 



Scene4 

A gear comes to a resting position and we call it neutral with a potential for material resistance  

Luke: mom won't make you work?  

B: no I just want to, Maybe at transfers.  

L: You and your class exoticism.  You can get work that will pays more.  It's no different than that 
phase where you listened to concious hip hop and did graffiti.  And now you thirst be a chimney 
sweep.  

B: I will hear good stories. All the characters that roll through transfers.  You'd like it.  you'd like it 
is probably one of the most unique transport hubs of southern Ontario in that it's not the bus 
station of Toronto is still quite small but it since it's between here in London you have a lot of 
people passing through and people have to transfer what specifically important is that it's the 
only public architecture that's open 24 hours until you have a group of people almost living there 
and these are the people that are drinking and eating a transfers every night what's more is that 
setback distance from the street is quite generous so it really feels as though it were treats from 
the rest of the city then it also has a certified terminal to vibe from Charles de Gaulle  

Scene4 

Were you very sad? 

Yes, but it was a consolation to know you'd be sad, too. And that I can tell you everything. And 
that I'm pleased you don't ask me what you don't have to ask. And that I'm going to build 
a house for us, as you would have done. 
 
There's a Greek word for people you let work for you.Translated, it means literally,"footman." 

I'm your "footman"?No, that's not true.I'm not your feet. Just say I'm your wife. 
Roy: I came up with a great idea for monthly date night.  two for the matinee 

Lisa: I can't believe Roy brought me to the movies, I haven't been to the movies in I don't know 
how long, it's so nice 

Roy:  Are you hungry? 

Lisa: Yeah, oh yeah I told you I wanted something to eat ….popcorn 

Roy: Could I have a banana? 

Roy: It's a big waste of money to buy food at the snack bar concessions at any movie theater 

Roy:  Here keep it low 



Lisa: Yeah 

Lisa: People smuggle of food into the movie theater all the time. I don't like it but they do it 

Roy: By bringing my own snacks I save at least another $10 

Lisa: Now it's time for my stuff 

Roy:You said you didn't want the Apple 

Lisa: I don't want an apple I told you what I wanted when I came in. that I wanted popcorn, 
candy or drink or something 

Roy:  You're pretty insistent on that aren't you 

Lisa:  Well I'm in a movie 

Roy: I think I'm going to go throw this away 

Roy: My lucky day popcorn... clean out this out..,. get this, now I know this movie theater gives 
free refill with their popcorn and soft drinks so I found a few containers in the trash and im going 
to surprise my wife... can't beat free 

Roy: Surprise 

Lisa:  Oh, Look at you, And a straw too. Ha ha Ha I was just gonna ask you for a straw I thought 
you probably wouldn't of gotten one 

Roy:oh come on  

Lisa: well nice Thank you wow  

Lisa:  I was shocked when he handed me popcorn and soda that was so unlike him. 
all and all Roy's Roy, I love my husband, and he tries 

Roy: I'm back, Can I just get a little refill on the popcorn with some ice 

Lisa: i'm taking full of vantage of your generosity 

Lisa: Got to give him credit he does save a lot of money and he's all mine well that turned out 
pretty good 

Roy: I knew you would likeit.  it's a good date date, I love my wife Lisa and I try to please her 
and I do the best I can without spending any money 

Roy: As a professional what I take with me is a crate and a pair of work gloves and those are my 
tools of the trade so to speak 



Lisa: Some husbands have different kinds of hobbies my husband has a hobby of dumpster 
diving I mean it might be a little more socially acceptable for him to take up golf. 

Roy: Anniversary gift for Lisa clean them up a little bit ...roses now that says romance.. I found 
this a lovely gift for Lisa she drinks tea! if it's free it's for me 


